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D’style Inc., a San Diego-based company is a world-class vendor for custom hospitality furnishings.
With over 23 years in the hospitality industry, D’style and its subsidiary Allan Copley Designs have been
producing some of the finest Guestroom and Public Area Furniture & Lighting in the industry.
While earning our reputation as a reliable custom metal manufacturer, we have successfuly
expanded our offerings into the Custom Metal Lighting and Wood Casegood arenas.
D’style is currently the specified and approved vendor for the following premier public area and
guestroom brands such as:
-Marriott International
-Hilton Hotels
-Choice Hotels
-Four Seasons
D’style has also worked with hotel chains such as Westin, Ritz Carlton, St. Regis, Sheraton, and others;
and with top retailers such as Bloomingdale’s.
Our quality and production is sound, following below, are only a few samples of our long list of
successfully installed projects in each of our product categories:

Custom Metal

D’style, Inc. is a well known manufacturer of custom metal with quantities starting as low as 1 piece
and a variety in tops, materials, and finishes. Our metal capabilities allow us to customize virtually anything in our catalog while maintaining the ability to manufacture custom pieces to your own designs
and specifications. From lobbies to complete guestrooms, from a single table to architectural installations, from traditional to contemporary. The company not only creates beautiful custom tables, but a
wide selection of other metal products, such as lighting, vanities, mirrors, seating, grills and more.
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Custom Wood & Casegoods

Custom wood and casegoods can be created to suit nearly any finish and material choice that
customers specify. We manufacture with a high level of sophistication and excellent quality. There is
no limit on the quantities; D’style can manufacture low volumes or high volumes to accommodate
your project needs. We have manufactured over 75,000 wooden tables, casegoods, armoires, desks,
etc. between our retail division, Allan Copley Designs and Hospitality projects all over the world.

Custom Lighting

D’style has a comprehensive custom lighting program that includes Public Area Lighting in quantities
as low as 1 piece and Guestroom Lighting in quantities of 25 pieces and above. The companies
customizing capabilities include flexibility in shades, finishes and materials. From Contemporary to
Tradional, our capabilities and extensive knowledge have made us a proven and reliable lighting
resource (or partner for your lighting needs). All of our lighting fixtures are UL approved and can be
modified to comply with ADA requirements.
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